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 I n recent years as Taiwan’s economic development undergoes

vigorous growth, constructions in and around its sea territories

and maritime structures are created for safety and economic concerns,

and furthermore are increasingly focusing on reaching an equilibrium

point between the environment and ecology, and turning to deploying

ecological engineering methods that would poise to support a sustain-

able development. The ecological construction method has stemmed

from a keen awareness toward the ecosystem, and adopts an ecological

based and safety oriented construction method for enforcing biodiversity

conservation and a sustainable development, aiming to reduce the harm

to the natural environment.  The term ecosystem refers to an environ-

mental functional unit that provides a relatively stabilized structural

makeup and environmental function, and can be regarded as a symbi-

otic system between organic and inorganic environments, or an ecosys-

tem consisted of biotic community and the environment.  The term ecol-

ogy pertains to a science that encompasses the domains of science (the

balance between the living organisms and the environment), philoso-
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phy (an equilibrium of the function, organization and structure, where

any change could affect the entire framework as a whole), and arts (the

beauty of nature).  The knowledge domain taking to a sustainable man-

agement orientation goes beyond the control of any specific science or

team, but rather through a fully integrated team of professionals in rel-

evant domains that would suffice to excel and attain the expectation

yield of an environment.

As marred by earlier engineers’ lack of an ecological awareness in

water and maritime construction, the earlier water and coastline flood

control engineering work tend to focus on safety and sturdiness, eco-

nomics and flood prevention, such as the rigid breakwater embankment,

brace walls, offshore breakwater and the like.  Yet as bound by visual

appeals and sea compatibility, the design of these construction struc-

tures is gradually being modified.  The earlier construction structures

that lack logistical concern for ecology and landscaping have triggered

a series of problems how the water construction sabotaged the natural

ecology, and created an incompatible feel to the natural surroundings.

In recent years, many developed countries in Europe and America have

included ecological conservation and a sustainable management con-

cept preceding the economic and functional concern, with stepped-up

environmental impact assessment review process.  In Taiwan, not only

does the government begins to emphasize ecological and environmen-

tal protection and balancing, but the local population are also increas-

ingly aware of the environmental conservation concept, compelling

many government outfits and private organizations to delve into de-

veloping many ecological friendly construction methods, and spawn-

ing many successful field examples integrating many modern

technologies.  These successful experiences will soon be integrated in

future water and coastline structural construction projects.

In an effort to create a fine waterfront and coastline environment,

Taiwan has been focusing on waterfront and coastline irrigation and

management work, which not only emphasizes on disaster prevention

issue, but has also spawned a few development focuses, which are, (1)

the issue of creating a water-friendly environment engineering; (2) the

issue of marine ecological environment protection; (3) the issue of natu-

ral water landscape rehabilitation and a sustainable management.  In

water environment irrigation and management, some of the core value

problems have also surfaced such as, (1) the issue concerning value per-

spective in natural water landscape rehabilitation and a sustainable

management; (2) the issue of value perspective concerning ecological

conservation; (3) the issue of value perspective concerning creating a

water-interactive environment construction scheme; (4) the issue of value

perspective on construction disaster prevention; (5) the issue of value

perspective on the development and utilization of rivers and land.  Pon-

dering over these factors not only frees us from being confined to the

conventional disaster prevention concept in building marine structures

and water construction, but also brings us the need to rethink the value

of water and coastal structures.

At present, as public infrastructure constructions fall under the
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supervision of the Public Construction Committee, various government

agencies are actively promoting water ecological construction methods.

Yet unfortunately, a host of many perfected construction legal guide-

lines and construction techniques may not be suitable for Taiwan’s wa-

ter and marine environment, in that the waves and tidal and current

movements around Taiwan are rather complex, coupled with the im-

pact of tropical low pressure systems, many perfected foreign meteoro-

logical computation models cannot be plotted in for application.  Un-

der the circumstances of lacking localized professional know-how and

construction techniques, erroneous construction is often the result, caus-

ing material waste in minor cases and leading to structural weakness in

severe cases, sending the environment to fall into a deteriorated state

quite beyond rehabilitation.  To gauge from practicality and safety alone,

or to consider the quality of the water ecological environment, although

both have had rather mature construction techniques and successful

prior experiences, yet there are implementation difficulties in respect

that both involve land, project development utilization, or even the is-

sue of a sustainable management, moving at a snail pace.  In short, the

management of this would require integrating civil engineering, ma-

rine environment engineering, coastline construction, environmental

ecological engineering, humanity landscaping and land development

to name a few, as well as the government’s efforts to promulgate ad-

equate laws and regulations as part of the logistical support.

It may not be possible for Taiwan to instantly catch up to the crite-

ria of environmental development done in the developed countries;

however, it does require a joint effort among experts, scholars and gov-

ernment outfits over an extended period of time.  Nevertheless, in the

development of the water ecological environment, there are a few cau-

tionary focuses and categories that need to be taken into account, which

being, (1) instilling a localized rudimentary water region and ecologi-

cal environment database relying on the geographic information system;

(2) the research and development for localized sustainable ecological

construction methods; (3) instilling a localized ecological environment’s

public construction management system; (4) enforcing and promoting

ecological construction affairs and practical implementation; (5) step-

ping up awareness education and promotion.  It is only by doing so can

we expect to achieve a sustainable development for the water ecologi-

cal environment, and be able to crate a better living environment.
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